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Summary of Best Practices across excellence themes
Operational
Excellence

Sustainable practices
.

.

#ExecutionEdge

#OwnTomorrow

Our ‘Right –first-time,
Every Time

•

•

OMS ( Operations
Management
System)

•

•

Strong QA
Disposition (thru out
the process)

•

•

•

Process
standardization
plays a key role

Validated
temperature
monitoring systems
and a fleet of
specialized vehicles

Capability to handle -25
to +25 Degree C

•

Waste Management
System
70% of our staff are
certified Go Green
specialist and
understand the main
sources of carbon
emissions
80% use of LEDs
across all
Warehouses with
water conservation

Solar panels
installed in 3 major
MCS (Multi
Customer Site)
housing LSHC

Green Freight Asia
(GFA) Leaf Certified

Certifications &
compliance

Employee Dvlpmnt
& welfare
.

#Certiifed Specialsts
•

ISO 13485 : 2016
Medical Device
Standard

•

ISO 9001 : 2015
Quality
Management
Systems

•

ISO 14001 : 2015
Environmental
Management
system

•

•

•

ISO 45000 : 2018
Occupational health
and safety (OH&S)
management
system
NABL Certifications
for sites
GXP Assessment

#ConnectedPeople
Team of specialists in:
• Validation
• Quality
• Facilities
• Warehousing ops
• Transport solutions

Customer services

#Delighted
Customers

.

We provide robust and
efficient processes for
our
customers using the
principles of contingency
and redundancy.

GDP Certification:
Goods Distribution
Practice (GDP)
Certification. Must for
every employee involved
in Cold Chain Logistics

Customer Basics:
Program to ensure
satisfied customers by
matching DHL promise
and Customer
Expectations.

QMS Training

CXM

Safety Training

Safety + Security with
Contingency Plan (BCP)

Driver Training

COVID Management

Technology and
Innovation

#Digitalisation
.

The internet of
things is helping the the
Cold Chain sector
improve the cost, quality
and efficiency of its
logistics
activities
•

Centralized
Monitoring System
with SMS/Email Alerts

•

WMS & TMS

•

SmartOPS

•

IOT Enabled fleet

•

CONNECTEDVIEW

•

Connected Control
Tower
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Best Practice/initiative – I - IOT ENABLED FLEET
Best practice initiative or activity
.
Helping companies
keep their cool:
• Real-time vehicle & shipment visibility
• Proactive notification on designated milestones
• Public tracking available to anyone with Internet access

Business impact created
.

▪

Single point of reference for tracking visibility

▪

Automated notifications via email and SMS for milestone achievement

▪

Information updates available 24x7

▪

Ensuring Safety & Security

Transformation potential and scalability
.

Our standardized and digitalized transport operations approach can be used/extended to overall transport industry for
the |larger benefit of the society.

Engine Parameters from On
Board Diagnostics to help
preventive maintenance
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Best Practice/initiative – II – DHL Yellow Book
Best practice initiative or activity
.
While a quality management
system (QMS) is a basic requirement, DHL has reformatted its Quality Policy Manual by
updating and referencing every section to the relevant international GxP clause. The manual is referred to as the 'yellow
book', and covers the rules and guidance for good storage and distribution practices, thereby ensuring a compliance-first
approach. The yellow book is underpinned by GxP directives and guidelines.

Business impact created
.

Transformation potential and scalability
.

It gets published annually. It also features the GDP requirements of countries around the world – invaluable information that we are able
to share with our customers.
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Best Practice/initiative – II – DELIVERING PANDEMIC RESILIENCE
Best practice initiative or activity
.

Early in the pandemic, the importance of medical products, such as personal protective equipment (PPE), became clear. It also
became painfully clear that disruptions in the supply chain can cause major problems in supplying frontline workers with the
equipment they need. It is when DHL with its global expertise, deployed its resources and tried to secure stable supply chains
for critical vaccines and medical goods during the covid-19 crisis.
Business impact created
.

•
•
•
•

Safe & Secured Restart Procedure: Ensured Site, Fleet & Personnel readiness
With the support of the Govt. Agencies we were able to deliver critical medical good across the country
We made few time/life critical deliveries in some of the remotest areas
Achieved absolute customer delight

Transformation potential and scalability
.

As a global logistics player, highly experienced and specialized in getting mission-critical supplies to the right places when they are needed
most, we are committed to doing our part to help improve supply chain systems and ensure medical supplies always find their way to
wherever they are needed
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Q&A

1
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Thank You.
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